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MEASURING THE SENSITIVITY OF A BORON-LINED ION CHAMBER

by

David M. Barton

ABSTRACT

Boron-lined ion chambers are used to monitor external
neutron flux from fissionable materials assembled at the
Los Alamos Critical Assembly Experiments Facility. The
sensitivity of these chambers must be measured periodically
in order to detect changes in filling gas and to evaluate
other factors that may affect chamber performance. We
delineate a procedure to measure ion chamber response using
a particular neutron source (^'PuBe) in a particular
moderating geometry of polyethylene. We also discuss use
of the amplifier, high-voltage power supply, recorders, and
scram circuits that comprise the complete ion chamber moni-
toring system.

I. INTRODUCTION

At the Pajarito Critical Assembly Facility, ^^B-lined ion cham-
bers are used to monitor the external neutron flux from various
arrangements of fissionable materials, which can be assembled either
by hand or remotely in assembly buildings referred to as Kivas.
There are three Kivas at Pajarito Site, each containing five ion
chambers.

Three of the five chambers drive logarithmic dc amplifiers that
operate over a range of 10"H to 10"4 amperes. The amplifiers pro-
duce a dc voltage proportional to the logarithm of the ion current
generated by the chambers. The logarithmic function allows the
output of the chambers to be displayed on a single meter over the
entire operating range of 7 decades.

These three signals serve a safety function required in critics!
assembly operations: a current level is selected before the opera-
tion of a machine, and if this level is exceeded a signal provides
for an automatic disassembly of the material (scram).



The other two ion chambers drive dc current amplifiers with a
linear output. The ion current is amplified by a circuit with auto-
matic range switching from 10" ̂ to 10" -* amperes.

The linear signal is used to establish the delayed critical
condition in the assembled fissionable material at various levels of
fission rate, or power. The signal also measures the fission rate
change caused by additions of reactivity to the material. An
observed current can also be related to a calculated fission rate in
an assembly to provide a benchmark current denoting an absolute power
level. This measurement remains valid as long as the position of the
ion chamber and assembly remain fixed.

In this manual, we will delineate a procedure to measure the
response of an ion chamber to a particular neutron source in a par-
ticular moderating geometry of polyethylene. Such a procedure would
measure the sensitivity of the detector to a flux of neutrons, which
can then be compared with a previous measurement so that changes in
the filling gas or other factors affecting ion chamber performance
can be evaluated.

The ion chamber is but one part of a system that includes an
amplifier, high-voltage power supply, recorders, and level scram cir-
cuits. Some remarks will also be made regarding the system as a
whole.

II. PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES

The response of an ion chambe' to a neutron source must be meas-
ured at regular intervals in order to detect changes in the chamber
filling gas over time. At the same time, the response of the dc
amplifiers to a calibrated current source should also be measured in
order to document the performance of the entire system.

The ion chamber and an (a,n) neutron source are placed in a
moderating geometry of polyethylene. The equilibrium ion current is
then measured, and this current is called the sensitivity of that
particular chamber. This sensitivity is different from the thermal
neutron sensitivity measured by the manufacturer but it is useful for
the purpose outlined above. Note that it is a number associated with
a particular neutron source at a particular time when the source and
chamber are placed in a specific polyethylene geometry.

The number of neutrons emitted per unit time of (a,n) neutron
sources changes with time. The amplification factor of the dc ampli-
fiers used to measure the ion current also changes with time. The
following two sections outline the procedures used to measure the
present "Q" value, or strength in neutrons/s of the (a,n) source, and
describe a method to calibrate the picoammeter used to measure the
ion current.



Determining the Q Value of a Neutron Source

In the past, we have used two neutron sources: 1'uBe 1 and
The sources used at Los Alamos were fabricated by Mound

Laboratory in Miamisburg, Ohio, and are stamped with Mound identi-
fication numbers; 23"PuBe 1 is designated M-1107 and ^s PuBe 2 is
M-700. These sources emit fast neutrons at a rate of approximately
10^ neutrons/s. The ia,n) nuclear reaction requires an energetic
alpha particle, which is captured by the nucleus of a light element
to produce a new nucleus of higher atomic number. The now nucleus
releases a neutron in order to create a stable nucleus.

Both '••"PuBe 1 a nd 2 use the alpha from the radioactive decay i
'•J-Pu. However, product ion-run plutonium also contains other isn-
topes of plutonium. A typical isotope- composition would he the
foLlowing:

Isotope Atom

239E
240r
239pu C I 4 .

4 .
0.

88
82
31

JPu
241 p u

The 241 isotope decays bv E emission:

241 13.2 v 241 458 v 237M 2.14 x 1U6 v 233rl
9 4 P U Z— 95Am — S ^ * 93Np 5 * 91 P a ' &tC'

The primary a source is the decay of the 23r| isotope:

239 2.4 x 104 y 235
94 P u 5 ^ 92° .

The 240 isotope also a decays:
24(1 6.5 x 103 v 2 36
94 P U a * 92L •

These decay paths result in a gradual build-up of alpha emitters
and a corresponding increase in the Q value of a Pu (a,n) source.
This progression is illustrated in Fig. 1, which graphs the Q values
of 23^PuBe 1 and 239PuBe 2 measured since 1960. Table I lists the
data on the graph. As can be seen, the latest value for ̂-''PuBe 1 is
1.26 x 106 n/s, and the latest for 239PuBe 2 is 2.16 x 106 n/s.

These Q values were obtained using a standard graphite pile that
has been maintained by Los Alamos since 1953 for measuring neutron
source strengths. Laboratory sources are compared with "~ RaBe 44 a
primary standard, or 239PuBe C-2000, a secondary standard. The 239pu

secondary standard has been calibrated by the National Bureau of
Standards, and its 0 value is assumed to be known with an uncertainty
of ±3%. The graphite pile is currently operated bv HSE-1.
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Fig. 1.
Time-related Q values of 239PuBe 1 and 239PuBe 2.

TABLE I

Q VALUES OF NEUTRON SOURCES 239PuSe 1 and 239PuBe 2

239PuBe 1

Date

10-2-52
1-7-66
6-11-70
4-22-76
10-8-85

Q Value
Neutrons/s

1.13 x 106 (Mound Lab)
1.21 x 106 (Los Alamos)
1.23 x 106 (Los Alamos)
1.26 x 106 (Los Alamos)
1.26 x 106 (Los Alamos)

239PuBe 2
Q Value

Date Neutrons/s

2-30-60 1.70 x 105 (Mound Lab)
1-7-66 1.87 x 106 (Los Alamos)
4-8-76 2.09 x 106 (Los Alamos)
4-13-81 2.14 x 106 (Los Alamos)
8-29-85 2.16 x 106 (Los Alamos)

Both sources were x-ray inspected recently in order to examine
some inconsistencies in the sensitivity data. The images of
^-^PuBe 1 revealed that the '"^P^Oj/Be powder was lumpy and not
uniformly distributed, and it was encapsulated in a single container
with a screw-on lid. We currently believe that Los Alamos
radioactive sources should be doubly encapsulated to guard against
failure. However, these sources were fabricated 33 years ago, at
which time double encapsulation was not specified.

A design defect in the capsule is also a potential point of
failure. The screw thread design of the capsule produces a thin
section where the threads are relieved at the base of the threaded
section.



The latest set of sensitivity data has been taken with the other
source, "°PuBe 2. It is doubly encapsulated, but the inner capsule
is not centered within the outer capsule. This eccentricity results
in an 8% difference in ion current when this source is flipped end-
for-end in the source well of the polyethylene geometry, whereas
flipping PuBe 1 end-for-end did not produce a measurable change in
ion current. Therefore, when sensitivity data is being taken,

™PuBe 2 must be placed in a reproducible position in the well,
which is with the ID number, M-700, facing up. There is also a +
mark on this end.

Since Q-2 has another suitable source in ' P u B e 2, we should
dispose of PuBe 1, which is a potential source of contamination
because its design does not meet present Los Alamos standards. Our
ability to continue ion chamber sensitivity measurements would not be
affected, and we might prevent a serious plutonium spill.

B. Calibration of the Keithley 417 Picoammeter

The Keithley 417 picoammeter that is used i;\ the ion chamber
circuits is not stable enough to be used without, frequent reference
to a current standard. This is particularly true foi~ the most sen-
sitive scales, where it is used.

Keithley has designed a high-impedance current source to cali-
brate its picoammeters. This Instrument, Keithley 261, has excellent
long-term stability and is suitable for calibrating the 417 pico-
ammeter. At Los Alamos, MEC-8 maintains current standards that have
been compared with NBS values. The data on the 261 before and after
its calibration on 13 September 1985 can be found in notebook 10375.
The instrument should be recalibrated 13 September 1986.

Readings were high by about 3% on the 10' 1 0. 10-1-1, and 10~ 1 2

ampere ranges and by about 2% on the 10"9 ampere range. The readings
became progressively more accurate on the higher current ranges and
were less than 0.1% high on the 10" 3 ampere range.

Maximum uncertainty was 0.22% on the 10'^ range; 0.45% on the
10"6 range; 0.55% on the 10"7 range; 3% on the 10"°, 10"9, 10" 1 0, and
10"'-'- ranges; and 5% on the 10" •L' range.

The Keithley 261 requires about a 1-hour warm-up to stabilize,
and it drifts by about 1% during warm-up.

III. MEASURING THE SENSITIVITY OF AN ION CHAMBER

After the strength of the '-jyPuBe (a,n) source is measured and
the current source is calibrated, then one can proceed.



Figure 2 is a schematic of the electronic equipment required,
the polyethylene geometry, and its positioning relative to a cement
floor. A steel cart is used to position the bottom of the poly-
ethylene geometry 28 in. from the cement floor. Although few of the
room return neutrons from the floor are seen by the ion chamber, this
arrangement provides a constant source of background neutrons that
can easily be duplicated.

Figure 3 is a photograph of the assembled geometry with an ion
chamber in place. On top of the polyethylene is a thin-walled brass
container with cotton threads attached to it. This container holds a
neutron source and lowers it into a recessed hole, also called the
source well, at the bottom of the polyethylene base unit. Figure 4
is a cross section of the geometry showing the set of nesting concen-
tric cylinders (sleeves) used to adapt different neutron detectors
into the geometry. Each cylinder is identified with an orange stripe
across the top and with black marking-pen numbers on the side.

CURRENT
STANDARD

HIGH
VOLTAGE

+400 V PICO-

AMMETER RECORDER

ION
CHAMBFR

SOURCE

FLOOR

WELL *r..\

STAND

POLYETHYLENE
GEOMETRY
12 in. O.D. X 15 in.LONG

Fig. 2.
Schematic of equipment used to measure ion chamber currents.



Fig. 3.
Polyethylene geometry
with Westinghouse ion
chamber and source
bucket.

Fig. 4.
Diagram of nesting poly-
ethylene sleeves used to
moderate source neutrons.

SOURCE WELL



Sleeves 4 and 4A allow Westinghouse and Reuter-Stokes ion cham-
bers to be placed in the geometry. The inside sleeve, 5, adapts a
Nancy Wood BF3 proportional counter into the set of sleeves. Speci-
fications of the sleeves are given in Table II.

Sleeves 1 and 4A are new sleeves made from currently available
polyethylene. These replace parts that were lost, and they are less
dense than the original material.

Figure 5 is a photograph of the picoammeter, the current stan-
dard, and an electronic high-voltage power supply. The Keithley
Model 417 provides a 3-volt full-scale output to drive a recorder.

The following is a step-by-step procedure for measuring the
sensitivity of an ion chamber.

1. Turn on the picoammeter and current source. Allow 1 hour
for warm-up. If an electronic power supply is being used,
turn it on at the same time.

2. Select two 6-foot coaxial cables that are clean, undamr.ged,
and that have the proper connectors. Connect the proper
terminals of the ion chamber to the high-voltage supply and
to the current input of the 417 picoammeter.

TABLE II

DETAILS OF POLYETHYLENE GEOMETRY

I tern

Sleeve

1
0

i

4
4 A

Base
l/nLt

Source
•-.'e L 1

Length I
(in.)

15.0
12.0
12.0
12.0
12.0
12.0

15.0

2.230
X

1.125

nner Diameter
(in.)

10.017
5.040
4.050
3.050
3.145
0.510

6.115

depth

diam

Outer Diameter
(in.)

11.970
6.5
5.0
4.0
4.0
3.019

10.000

Density
(g/cm3)

0.87
0.91
0.90
0.92
0.87
0.88

0.92



Fig. 5.

Klectronics used in ion chamber current measurements

The leakage current of the ion chamber with cables attache-

should be less than b x 10"^3 amperes when 400 volts is

applied to the collecting terminal of the ion chamber. !;

the measured leakage current exceeds this value, the sour*

of the trouble can be located bv replacing cables and

connectors, or by cleaning the ion chamber terminals with

alcohol.

If the leakage current remains above the mentioned thres-

hold, the leak would be due to internal current paths and

the chamber should be replaced.

IT n

Put ^ J JPuBe 2 in the source bucket, + side up. Lover it

into the source well at the bottom of the polvethvlene !>.••:

unit. Push down on the top of the source with a small rnr.

to be sure the source and bucket are seated apainst the

bottom of the well. If the bucket becomes "cocked" as i;

is lowered into the well, it will catch on the side of the

well before seating. This misalignment cannot be detected

visually, so the source should be firmly pushed using the

rod .



Insert the chamber and its attached cables into the geom-
etry. The input to the 417 should be shorted at this time,
using the zero-check button on the right-hand side of the
417 control panel. Allow a few seconds for the charge
induced in the cables to leak off, then release the zero-
check button.

Estimate the current output of the ion chamber from a
preliminary reading of the 417. Short the input again.
Remove the ion chamber signal cable from the 417 and con-
nect the 261 current source. Adjust the 261 current source
to read a current about the same as the current induced in
the ion chamber by 239PuBe 2. Adjust the 417 picoammeter
to read the correct value by using the zero-adjust potenti-
ometer .

Short the 417 input and switch back to the ion chamber.
When the current from the chamber reaches an equilibrium
after the input is opened (unshorted), this current should
be recorded as the sensitivity cf that chamber. A recorder
is sometimes useful for observing equilibrium conditions.

REMARKS

A. The 261 current source can be used to check the reading of the
417 picoammeter whenever it seems to be desirable. However, for
a short series of measurements lasting an hour or so, a check at
the beginning; and end of the measurements should be sufficient
unless the last reading deviates more than 1% from the first.
This partiuclar 417 (PN 239018) is very insensitive to line
voltage- fluctuations. However, calibrating a reading on one
setting of the range switch does not guarantee the accuracy of
readings on adjacent ranges. A reading on an adjacent range
should be calibrated separately.

B. If there is a large current surge on one range when the input is
open so that the meter is "pegged" off scale for a second or so,
that scale should be recalibrated before further readings are
taken.

C. In order to preserve a continuity of records, notebook 10375,
issued to D. M. Barton, should be used to record data on ion
chamber measurements. This logbook and spare ion chambers
should be kept in the cabinet in Control Room 1.

D. The damping adjustment on the 417 is useful for limiting the
statistical current swings observed on the 10"-'-0, 10"H, and
10" *•*• ranges. When these swings are damped, the average current
output of an ion chamber can be more accurately read.

10



IV. DISCUSSION OF THE DATA

Table III lists the ion chamber sensitivities measured in October
and November of 1985. A Keithley Model 417 picoammeter (PN 239018)
was used to measure ion currents, a Keithley Model 261 current source
was used to calibrate the 417, and either a battery box or an electronic
power supply provided a 400-volt (+) potential for ion collection.
239PuBe 2 was the source of neutrons.

TABLE III

SUMMARY OF ION CHAMBER CURRENTS BY CHAMBER TYPE

Westinghouse WL 6937

L 1 1ID

A 81305
82610
83001
83002
83003
83004

Current
(amperes x 10

10.0
9.95

9.95

9.4
10.0
9.85

Westinghouse WL 8075

Av 9.9 ± 0.2

B 93901
93902
93903
93904
93905
93906

Av

C 94301
94302
94303
94304
94305

Av

9
9
9
9
9
9

9.5

10
10
10
11
10

10 ±

.3

.5

.6

.5

.7

.4

± 0.1

0.02

ID

E 783901
783902
783903
783904
783905
783906
783907
783908
783909
783910

Av

Westinghouse

Current
(amperes x 10

8.25

8.7
8.85

8.55

8.5
8.8
8.65

8.0
9.1
8.3

8.6 ± 0.2

WL 6937A
(Low-noise version of 6937)

F 704303
704304

7.1
8.2

D 603903 9.6

Reuter-Stokes

G RSN77A F1010 36
RS36A RS1060 3.3
RS36A E1762 4.1

General Electric

H BF3 4130952 4.4

11



Three types of Westinghouse ion chambers have been used at Pajar-
ito Site. All three have the same specification for neutron
sensitivity (7.6 x 1 0 " ^ amperes/nv) and have the same mechanical
construction and dimensions. However, during the 1960s, Westinghouse
began measuring neutron sensitivity by using a thermalizing box
containing a neutron source instead of using a reactor thermal
column. The later specification sheets state this as well as the
proviso that "other" factors may affect sensitivity.

The operating range of the WL 6937 series was quoted as being
from 104 nv to 10 1 0 nv. The later WL 6937A and WL 8075 have an
extended range down to 10z nv because chamber design was improved.
Table IV gives the specifications for Westinghouse ion chambers WL
6937, WL 6937A, and WL 8075.

Sensitivity data on 30 Westinghouse chambers, three Reuter-Stokes
chambers, and or; General Electric BF3 gas chamber are shown in Table
III. The chambers are grouped by type and serial number. Here, we
assume the age of a detector correlates to the serial number; the
lower ti.ie number, the older the chamber. We then compare the average
deviation from the average sensitivity in each group.

There are three main groups of the WL 6937 type: A, B, and C.
The average sensitivity and average deviation for these chambers are
in reasonable agreement. The single chamber in group D fits in with
A, B, and C.

Group E is a batch of recently acquired WL 8075s that are - few
years old. They have lower sensitivity than the older WL 6937s but
have a similar average deviation. The lower sensitivity is probably
related to the change in method of measuring sensitivity mentioned
above.

There are only two WL 6937A units, Group F. They differ by 13%
from each other. The average sensitivity, 7.7 x 10" '•*- amperes,
diff rs by 21% from the average ^9.8 x 1 0 " ^ amperes) of all of the
WL 6937s. The data on the WL 6937As indicate they are significantly
different from each other as well as from the other WL 6937s. There-
fore, they have been removed from Kiva II and replaced by WL 8075s.

1. WL 6937A, serial number 704303, which was used for the linear
channel of the Comet machine in Kiva II, was replaced by WL 8075,
serial number 783910.

2. WL 6937A, serial number 704304, used as the chamber for log III
in Kiva II, was replaced by WL 8075, serial number 783901.

Group G consiscs of three Reuter-Stokes, all boron lined. The
single RSN77A has a higher sensitivity (36 x lO"11) than the Westing-
house units. The two RS36As are about one-half as sensitive as a
Westinghouse.

12



TABLE IV

SPECIFICATION SHEET FOR WL 6937, WL 6937A, and WL 8075 IONIZATION CHAMBEFS

Ionization Chamber

Specifications

O.D. nominal (in.)
Length, nominal (in.)
Sensitive length, nominal
Net weight (pounds)

Outer case
Electrodes
Insulation
Neutron-sensitive material

Content
Thickness (mg/cm^)
Gas fill

Resistance, minimum
Signal electrode to case (ohms)
HV electrode to case (ohms)

Capacitance
Signal electrode to case (pF)
HV electrode to case (pF)

Voltage between electrodes (Vdc)
Temperature j'F)
External pressure (psi)
Thermal neutron flux (nv)
Gamma flux (R/h)

VfL 6937

Mechanical Considerations

3.00
13.62

i.) 7
4.7

Materials

Aluminum
Aluminum
A12O3

Boron (10B)
0.8

Ar-N2

Impedance

WL 6937A

3.00
13.62
7
4.7

Aluminum
Aluminum
A12O3

Boron(l°B)
0.8

Ar-N2

WL 8075

3.00
13.62
7
4.7

Aluminum
Aluminum
A12O3

Boron (10B)
0.8

Ar-No

ion
1011

10
10

11
11

10' 10'

Typical Operation

10
10

11
11

170
250

Maximum Ratings

1500
300
180
2.5 x 1011

170
250

1500
300
180
2.5 x 1011

170
250

1500
300
180
2.5 x 1011

10'

Operation voltage (Vdc)
Saturation characteristics
Thermal neutron flux

Lower lim't (nv)
Upper limit (nv)

Thermal neutron sensitivity
Reactor (A/nv)
Source box (A/nv)

Gamma .sensitivity (A/R/h)

200
See

2.5
5.0

4.4
7.6
4.0

to 1000
Fig. 6

X
X

X
X

X

o
C

M
 

i—
1

o 
o

10-14

10-n

200
See

2.5
5.0

4.4
7.6
4.0

to 1000
Fig. 6

X
X

X
X

X

lOlo
1O-14

10-n

200
see

2.5
5.0

4.4
7.6
4.0

to 1000
Fig. 6

X
X

X
X
X

1

10'
10"
10'

)
>Q

• 1 4

• 1 4

• 1 1
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A single General Electric gas ion chamber constitutes Group H.
However, it has never been used for Kiva instrumentation or experi-
ments, and we no longer have the specification sheet.

Table V lists the ion chambers in use at the three Kiva areas.
The chamber serial number, chamber type, and use are listed. The
table shows that the Westinghouse WL 6937As were replaced by WL 807 5s
as the ion chamber used for the linear channel on the Comet machine
and log III circuit in Kiva II.

V. RECOMMENDATIONS

After 1986, the ion chambers in one of the Kivas should be
removed annually and their sensitivity measured. A tentative
schedule might be the following:

October 1987 - Kiva I
October 1988 - Kiva II
October 1989 - Kiva III

After the initial cycle, this procedure will assure that each
ion chamber is tested every three years. The sensitivity should be
compared with the previous measurement and if there is a ±5% differ-
ence, the chamber should be given a dynamic linear response test
(discussed later in this section) over the rated current output of
the chamber, that is, 10'*-*• to 10"^ amperes. These two measurements
would form the basis for deciding whether a chamber should be re-
tired.

The response of the dc amplifiers to the calibrated output of
the 261 current source should be measured at the same time and the
data logged in the same notebook.

However, if an experimental program requires a more frequent
measurement of the system response, this could be accomplished most
easily if the group keeps all the equipment together and operating.
The current source, the Keithley 261, should be calibrated every year
to maintain the accuracy quoted by MFC-8.

If these measurements are made by a particular individual,
either staff member or qualified technician, then the measurements
are more likely to be reliable and efficient. Even though the pro-
cedure is rather simple, it does take some time and experience to
become familiar with the characteristics of each piece of equipment.
Furthermore, an individual who is consistently responsible for the
measurement is motivated to keep the equipment together and opera-
tional .

14



TABLE V

IDENTIFICATION OF ION CHAMBERS IN USE AT ASSEMBLY AREAS
(OCTOBER-NOVEMBER 1985)

Kiva I

Linear
Linear
Log I
Log II
Log III

Kinglet

Linear
Linear
Log I
Log II

Comet

Linear
Log I

Kiva II

Linear
Linear
Log I
Log II
Log III

I
II

(Sheba)

I
II

I

I
II

Kiva III

Linear I
Linear II
Log I
Log II
Log III

Chamber ID

93905
783908
93904
93903
93901

783909
83001
82610
F 1010

783910
603903

83002
783904
83004
81305
783901

94302
83003
94303
94304
94305

Type

WL 6937
WL 8075
WL 6937
WL 6937
WL 6937

WL 8075
WL 6937
WL 6937
RSN 77A

WL 8075
WL 6937

WL 6937
WL 8075
WL 6937
WL 6937
WL 8075

WL 6937
WL 6937
WL 6937
WL 6937
WL 6937

15



Figure 6 provides data on the saturation characteristics of the
Westinghouso WL 6937A and WL 8075 ion chambers. When an ion pair is
produced by an alpha particle in the filling gas of the ion chamber,
the electrons migrate to the positive electrode and the + ion drifts
toward the opposite electrode. The collection of + and - charges
constitutes the current observed in an external circuit. However, if
the + ion remains in the gas too long, it will capture an electron,
and likewise the free electron will be captured and be removed by
this recombination process. As the electric field is increased, a
threshold value is reached, at which point the current no longer
increases. This is the saturation current, and it is the field
strength at which essentially all of the ion pairs produced by the
alpha particles from the •"• B lining are collected. This saturated
current is then proportional to the neutron flux.

The saturation curves can be used to evaluate the current output
of the chamber to see if it is within the "linear" range. When 400
volts is used as the collecting potential, the curves in Fig. 6 indi-
cate that output is linear up to about 1 x 10 amperes. At 7 x 10"M

amperes, the neutron flux would be about 12% higher than the current
would indicate, and at 1 x 10 amperes, the flux would be 50%
higher.
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Fig. 6.
Saturation curves for West-
inghouse ion chambers.
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If the Kiva instrumentation committee decides the ion chambers
should be operated over their entire rated output range, then the
collecting voltage should be raised to 800 or 900 volts, preferably
the higher value, because these curves represent average values.

The merit3 of using batteries vs electronic power supplies have
been debated many times in the past. A battery deteriorates from
chemical aging even though it is not used. This aging causes the
internal resistance of the battery to increase, which results in a
lowered output under load. The battery box in use at the Kivas has a
test switch that allows one to observe the output under a load of
about 1 milliampere. Figure 7 is a schematic of an ion chamber with
a battery box high-voltage supply. If used as intended, this test is
a valid indication of the condition of the supply. The advantage of
a battery is that it remains a reliable way to operate the ion cham-
ber even during power loss at the Kiva. A loss of power will result
in a scram signal that disassembles the material on a machine. In
some cases, the scram operation has inadvertently resulted in an
increase in reactivity of the material. Under these conditions, it
is desirable to have operational neutron detectors.

The advantage of an electronic power supply is obvious. It pro-
duces a predictable voltage year after year. No testing is required
as long as the meter on the output reads the correct value. However,
it could fail at a. critical time.

The instrumentation committee may wish to again debate this
problem and consider new options, such as a modified electronic
supply with a large condenser in the output that would provide x
volts for y minutes with a current drain of z amperes. The log
circuits have always used an electronic supply located in the control
room. General Atomic units now in use provide a 20-milliampere, 875-
volt dc source for the log chambers.

The use of ion chambers to document an excursion in an assembly
is another complex problem. In metal systems, super-prompt bursts
result in self-limiting conditions, with the peak power occurring in
a matter of microseconds. Ion chambers and associated circuits would
be of no value in such a situation. In liquid solutions, bubble
formation limits the fission rate, but a sustained level of high
power is possible. In those situations, the use of a linear circuit
with a recorder on line might be useful for estimating the total
number of fissions in the excursion.

In any case, we probably should have a foil pack or two in Kivas
I and II (such as that used on personnel badges), and these could be
retrieved and read to provide integrated flux data in different
energy ranges.
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BATTERY BOX

HV

ION CHAMdER
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V
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-INTERNAL RESISTANCE OF BATTERIES. VARIABLE
-CAPACITANCE TO CASE OF HV ELECTRODES: -250 pf
-RESISTANCE TO ^ASE OF HV ELECTRODES: ~10"fi
-RESISTANCE OF GAS HILLING TO FLOW OF ELECTRONS. (VARIABLE)
-PESiSTANCE TO CASE OF SIGNAL ELECTRODES: ~10"Q
-CAPACITANCE TO CASE OF SIGNAL ELECTRODES; -170 pf

Fig. 7.
Circuit schematic of an ion chamber, battery box, and picoammeter.

It is desirable to verify the linearity of the output of an ion
chamber over its rated current output. In the past, the chamber was
statically tested by putting the chamber in the south thermal column
of the old water boiler reactor. The instrumentation committee has
proposed to set up a dynamic test, using Godiva on a preset period.
The chamber would then be ramped through its rated current range.
The period indicated by the ion chamber would provide an excellent
verification of the condition of the chamber at a particular output.

Ray Martin and Greg Spriggs (Q-2) are developing circuits and
instrumentation to enable the dynamic testing. The results of the
experiments on a few selected ion chambers will be reported at a
later date.
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VI. FAILURE MODES

Three possible failure modes are discussed in this section.

A. Loss of FillinE

At least three vulnerable areas exist where a gas leak could
develop in the ion chamber: a) where the two end plugs are welded to
the outer aluminum case, b) where the two terminals are screwed into
the end plug, and c) where each terminal has a sealed lead-through
(see Fig. 8).

During a leak, filling gas pressure, which is at 76 centimeters
of mercury pressure, would drop to atmospheric pressure (at TA-18
this is about 60 centimeters of mercury). The sensitivity is propor-
tional to the filling pressure, therefore the loss of sensitivity
would be

1 - 6 0 cm/76 cm = 1 - 0.79 - 21%

I I ALUMINUM

O H ALUMINUM OXIDE
(csnmic)

12.5 in

HN CONNECTOR

WELD

END PLUG

SPACER

ELECTRODE JIG

SPACER

OUTER CASE

ELECTRODE

COLLECTION ELECTRODE

ELECTRODE JIG

SPACER
END PLUG

WELD

Fig. 8.
Approximated construction details of a Westinghouse
ion chamber, as derived from an x-ray image.
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This equilibrium would be reached in a time determined by the leak
rate, and a loss of sensitivity of this magnitude would indicate loss
of filling gas.

Over a longer period, argon atoms would exchange with air mole-
cules. This exchange would also result in a loss of sensitivity,
because the energy required to produce an ion pair in air is 35.2
electron volts whereas it is only 26 electron volts for argon.

If a leak occurs, the ion chamber should be removed from
service.

B. Cracked or Dirty HV or Signal Terminals

The design of the terminals affords a great deal of protection,
especially when a HN-to-BNC adapter is screwed into the terminal.
However, it is remotely possible that the insulation could be damaged
by mechanical stress, vapor deposition, finger grease, or spilled
liquids, etc.

The testing procedure outlined earlier in the test is designed
to detect such damage. The resistance of the terminals to the case
is greater than 10•'••'• ohms. When a collecting potential is applied to
the chamber, the leakage current is usually determined by the coax
cables and should be less than 1 0 " " amperes. If a larger leakage
current is observed, and the problem is not related to the cables,
then the resistance of each terminal to the case should be measured
after the cables are removed.

Figure 7 diagrams the circuit of a battery box, ion chamber, and
picoammeter. This schematic may help diagnose leakage problems.

C. Outgassing

These chambers have an enormous internal surface area. The
Westinghouse WL 6937 has about 6750 cm' of surface and the Reuter-
Stokes design would probably have a similar amount. This large
internal surface area can contaminate the filling gas because trapped
atoms and molecules outgas from the surface of the aluminum or from
the crystal lattice in the aluminum metal. If outgassing caused
contamination, it would be detected as a gradual loss of chamber
sensitivity.

This problem is minimized by carefully cleaning all parts before
assembly and baking the assembled parts at 400-500°C in a vacuum
before filling. The filling gas often contains water vapor and O2.
These molecules are electronegative in that they have a high affinity
for free electrons. Other elements of concern are all of the halo-
gens, but they are not as common as O2 and H2O.

When O2 is present to the extent of one part in 105 of argon,
the loss of electrons has been measured to be about 2%. The number
of foreign atoms present after a time, t, is related to the surface
area, the original concentration, the surface characteristics of the
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metal, and the temperature of the material, as well as the other less

important factors.

The main concern is the length of time some of the chambers have
been in service, because a small outgassing rate might begin to appear
after a long time. Some of the WL 6937s were purchased in the late
1950s and therefore are at least 25 years old, but there has been no
observable effect to date.

VII. MODIFICATIONS IN PROCEDURES AND INSTRUMENTATION

There have been some changes in procedure and instrumentation since
the original report, LA-10887-M, was written in 1986. These changes are
explained in this section.

A. Modification of the Polyethylene Geometry

Gamma-compensated ion chambers manufactured by Reuter Stokes are
now being used for the linear channels in Kiva I. Table VI gives the
mechanical, electrical, and nuclear characteristics of these detectors.
Figure 9 gives the typical compensation curve and saturation characteris-
tics of the compensated chambers. The 22-in.-long detectors replace the
12.5-in.-long Westinghouse uncompensated chambers.

The original 12-in.-o.d. by 15-in.-long design was extended another
6 in. by having a solid piece of polyethylene machined with a hole in
the center to allow the compensated chambers to slip down into the original
cavity. Figure 10 details the polyethylene adapter (wt — 9.635 kg;
vol - 10369 cm3; d - 0.929 g/cm3) that sits on top of the original piece
when measurements are being made on the compensated chamber. The adapter
increases the current from the chamber about 4% when placed on top of
the original pieces of polyethylene. Note that the density of the adapter
is 0.915 g/cm3, which is higher than the average density of the original
material (0.909 g/cm 3). However, the original piece is made up of nesting
sleeves whose density varies from 0.872 to 0.915 g/cm3. The new poly-
ethylene has an acceptable density, but is on the high end of the range
of values.

B. Instrumentation

1. Current Source. In the Fall of 1987, while preparing to measure
the sensitivities of the Kiva I ion chambers, it became difficult to
reproduce ion chamber currents. The problem turned out to be in the
Keithley 261 current source that had been recently calibrated by the

*Reuter Stokes, 18530 South Miles Pkwy., Cleveland, OH 44218.

**Keithley, 28775 Aurora Road, Cleveland, OH 44139.
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TABLE VI

SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE REUTER-STOKES GAMMA-COMPENSATED IONIZATION CHAMBERa

Characteristic

Mechanical

Maximum diameter (cm)
Maximum overall length (cm)
Connectors
Net weight (kg)

Materials

Outer shell and inner electrodes
Connectors
Insulation: Detector

Connectors
Neutron-sensitive material
Fill gas

Capacitance"

Signal electrode to shell (pF)
High-voltage electrode to shell (pF)
Compensating electrode to shell (pF)

Resistance @ 25"C

Signal electrode to shell (ft)
High-voltage electrode to shell (Ci)
Compensating electrode to shell (0)

Maximum Ratings

Inter-electrode voltage (V)
Temperature (°C)
Thermal neutron flux (nv)
Burn-up life:

for 10% decrease in sensitivity (nvt)

Typical Operating Characteristics

Thermal neutron sensitivity0 (A/nv)
Thermal neutron flux range (nv)
Gamma sensitivity, uncompensated (A/rem/h)
Voltage (V)
Compensating voltage range (V)

Specification

8.02
60.32
Type HN
3.63

1100 Aluminum
6061 Aluminum
Alumina ceramic
Alumina ceramic
Boron enriched to > 92% B-10
Nitrogen

300
360
175

1013

1012

1012

1500
200

1011

2 x 1019

8 x 10-n +20%
2.5 x 102 to 2.5 x 1010

2 x 1CT11 +20%
800
-10 to -80

aInformation courtesy of Reuter Stokes, 18530 South Miles Parkway,
Cleveland, OH 44128.
"All other electrodes are grounded.
cSensitivity values are not adjusted for perturbation.
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Fig. 10. Adapter for use with Reuter Stokes compensated ion chamber
sensitivity measurements.

12.0 in. 3.2 in.

6.0 in.

Polyethylene cylinder

Fig. 10a. Adapter
design:
weight = 9.635 kg;
volume = 10 369 cm3

and density =
0.929 g/cm2 .

3.2 in. diam

Adapter

Neutron
source -

6.0 in.

5.75 in.

i—- —

22.12 in.

15.0-in. 13.81-in.
Standard Sensitive
geometry volume 2.56 in.

— 12.0 in. diam —

Modified Standard Geometry

3.12 in. diam - - -—

Ion Chamber

Fig. 10b. Reuter Stokes
compensated ion chamber
(type C-l-2514-115) and
modified standard geometry
(to scale) .
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Standards Lab at MEC-8. The instrument was returned, recalibrated, and
sent back to N-2. However, the output was again observed to drift and
subsequently failed completely. A new model 261 was then ordered from
Keithley.

2. Keithley 417 Picoammeter. A characteristic of the Keithley 417
picoammeter that had not been noticed before was observed while making
stability tests of the new current source. The position of the damping
control affected the output, which could be increased from 7.8 x 10"ll

to 8.2 x 10" i : A when the damping adjustment was moved from maximum to
minimum. However, the output was not affected unless the damping was
changed. This feature has been very useful for averaging the current
on the 10"il- and 10"10-A ranges, where larg- statistical fluctuations
are observed in the output of the chambers.

It is unlikely that this control has had an effect on previous data,
since the usual procedure was to leave the damping control alone after
it was initially set. However, previous measurements may have been
affected because we were unaware of this factor.

Warning: Be careful to set the damping control at the beginning
of a series of measurements before the current source is used to calibrate
the 417 picoammeter, then do not disturb the damping control. If it
has to be adjusted, the 417 picoammeter must be recalibrated.

3. Recorder. When coaxial cables are flexed, a charge is induced
in the cable. This charge can be observed when measuring currents in the
10" 11- to 10"10-A range. A recorder is required to follow the decay of
this charge to an equilibrium value, which may take 1-10 min before the
equilibrium current may be recorded.

A Minneapolis Honeywell (M-H) hard-tube recorder, which had been used
in the past, failed in Fall 1987. The instrument repair section will no
longer service these obsolete recorders. A new Omega flatbed recorder
was ordered to replace the M-H. Initially, the Omega instrument was
very unstable, and small incremental changes in gain were imposed on a
long-term drift of 4 to 8%. However, these problems were eventually
debugged, and it can now be used to observe the chamber's ion current.

C. System Check-out

When the equipment has not been used for a period of several months
it is a good idea to set up the system and observe the output of a par-
ticular ion chamber in the standard geometry using 239PuBe 2. If the
current reproduces to within +2% from previous measurements and the
output is constant with no drift or glitches, then a set of measurements
on Kiva ion chambers can be made with the required degree of confidence.

Omega Engineering Co., One Omega Drive, Box 4047, Stamford, CT 06907.
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The output of the ion chamber should be observed over a period of
a few hours; this procedure should be repeated the following day to
establish confidence in the system or to locate problems.

D. Kiva I Ion Chambers

The log and linear ion chambers were removed, and the sensitivity
of each chamber was measured. As noted earlier, the Westinghouse uncom-
pensated chambers were replaced by Reuter Stokes gamma-compensated
chambers. There have been no sensitivity measurements on these detectors
because they were ordered very recently. Table VII gives the results
obtained for the log and linear detectors; Table VIII lists the measure-
ments on all the remaining Reuter-Stokes chambers. These measurements
will be needed at a later date when the new chambers are used.

TABLE VII

KIVA I ION CHAMBER SENSITIVITY MEASUREMENTS

Westinghouse WL 6937

Chamber

Serial

93903

93905

93904

Chamber

Serial

D6655

D6650

D6647

I.D.

No.

I.D.

No.

Use

Log

Log

Log

Use

Lin

Lin

Lin

I

II

III

I

II

III

Sensitivitv

Run 1

9.4

9.6

9.4

Reuter

Run 2

9.4

9.5

9.3

Stokes

Sensitivitv

Run 1

4.6

4.7

4.7

Run 2

4.6

4.7

4.7

(A x 10"1!

Run 3

9.

9.

9.

C-l-

(A x

3

5

3

2514-1

10"11

Run 3

4.

4.

4.

6

7

7

1

AVK

9.

9.

9.

.1'

)

4

5

3

>

Ayg

4.

4.

4

.6

.7

.7

Comparison to Table III

Table III (1985)

Measurement

(A x 10"11 % Diff.

9.6 2%

9.7 2%

9.5 2%

Corrected

Average Valuea

4.8

4.9

4.9

aThese measurements were made in the original polyethylene geometry
because the 6-in. adapter required for the compensated chambers was
not available. These currents would increase by 4% if the adapter
were used.
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Table VII compares the present measurements with those made 2
years ago in November of 1985. There is no detectable deterioration
in the performance of the log chambers. However, it is not possible
to make a similar comparison of the linear detectors since there were
no previous measurements.

TABLE VIII

SPARE COMPENSATED ION CHAMBERS

Reuter Stokes C-1-2514-1I5

I.D. No.

D-6646

D-6648

D-6649b

D-6653

D-6654

D-6656

D-6657

Sensitivity

(amperes x IP"1 M a

Run 1

5 .1

5 .1

5.0

5 .1

5 .1

5.0

5 .1

Run 2

5.1

5.1

5.0

5.1

5.1

5.0

5.1

Avg

5 .1

5 .1

5.0

5 .1

5 .1

5.0

5 .1

Lionel Anton 8O7a

Serial #441 5.2 x 10"ll A

aNo compensating voltage.
"Reuter Stokes chamber D-6649 replaces the
Lionel Anton chamber previously used for the
Skua machine.

Also given in Table VII are results for measuring the sensitivity of
three Reuter Stokes chambers in the unmodified polyethylene geometry,
since the 6-in. adapter was not available at the time the measurements
were made. When the adapter was obtained from the machine shop, chamber
D6647 was put in the modified geometry, and the sensitivity was re-
measured. The observed current was 4% higher than the first measure-
ment. The average current for the other two compensated chambers was
multiplied by 1.04 to give a corrected number to represent the sensitivity
if the chamber were placed in the modified geometry. The current induced
by 239PuBe 2 was obtained with 400 V positive on the collecting electrode.
There was no voltage on the compensating terminal of the compensated
ion chambers. The sensitivities of the ion chambers in Kiva II will be
measured in the Fall of 1988.
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New instrumentation has now been installed in the bay area and control

room of Kiva III to convert an analog to a digital signal. The digital

data can then be processed by a computer in the control room to provide the

power level, period, and other information.

When an ion chamber is placed in an increasing neutron flux, there will

be a point at which the current from the chamber is no longer proportional

to the incident flux. This is called the saturation current, and it occurs

when recombination of the ions produced by the flux becomes a significant

factor. The manufacturer provides data on this effect for thermal

neutrons, but the operating environment at the kivas is seldom thermal.

Therefore, a measurement of this characteristic in a typical external

neutron flux from a critical assembly should be useful. The proper

application of an ion chamber should be well below this current,

particularly if an automatic power-level control is used.

Previous measurements of the saturation current had been made in the

thermal column of the old Omega waterboiler reactor. An alternative method

using Godiva as the neutron source was suggested.1 We could place it on a

modest period and ramp the power up six or seven decades. The period of

the ion chamber current indicated by the computer would show current

saturation when it begins to lengthen.

The average temperature of the 2j5U in the Godiva assembly should be
monitored simultaneously with the period measurement to sort out the re-
activity-temperature effect.

In the Fall of 1988, after the ion chambers in Kiva II have been

checked, we would like to select an ion chamber and schedule some time on

Godiva to evaluate this procedure.

VIII. RESULTS OF SENSITIVITY MEASUREMENTS OF KIVA I ION CHAMBERS

A_. Preliminary Operations

1. Source Calibration by HSE-1, Elmer Torres - the Q value of PuBe #2

was determined to be 2.20 x 10° neutrons/second on 3 December

1990.

2. Calibration of the Keithley 261 current source by MEC 9 on

5 December 1990: the full scale reading on the 10 ampere range

was high by 1.1%. It was adjusted to the nominal value. All

other ranges were within specifications.

3. The Keithley 417 picoammeter would not "zero" using the front

panel zero adjustment. The 22-Q wirewound resistor previously

added to the circuit was removed. The present configuration is

shown in Fig. 11, and the zero adjustment now works properly.

This bias adjustment on the 5886 electrometer tube seems to be

affected when making changes to ion chamber cables on the lO"-^ o r

10~H ampere ranges. The input should be shorted when these

cables are disturbed.
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+ 15 V bus

121 k

To
input'

5886
Electrometer tube

(This resistor
was removed.

550 U

adjust circuit in the Keithley 417 picoammeter.

I-. :-;er;slt iv 11 y Measurements*

The rnedoii remen-zs are presented in Table IX. The first set of data for

the Ice; chambers was not valid since the data was taken with the 417 set on

the- ICl~i'J ampere range but the calibration using the Keithley 261 current

sjijrct- M S on the 10" 1 1 ampere range. The present data set is compared to

previous values taken in March of 1988. All of the chambers are within

•expected values. Table X presents measurements made on spare compensated

=na uncompensated chambers. A comparison with previous data indicates all

of the ion qhambers are stable.

The last entry is for a Westinghouse type WL6937A chamber with serial

number 704 303. This detector has developed a leak and the sensitivity is

down 17% since 1985. This is shown on the graph in Fig. 12. The maximum

calculated loss is 21%, so this indicates there is still a slight over

pressure of the Nitrogen-Argon filling gas. The original rate of

sensitivity loss was 0.67 picoamperes per month and is now 0.11 picoamperes

per month. The behavior of this chamber should be monitored until there is

an apparent equilibrium condition established.

D. A. Rutherford,
measurements.

M. P. Dugan, and K. Thompson assisted in these
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TABLE IX
SENSITIVITY MEASUREMENTS OF KIVA I ION CHAMBERS

Chamber IP Type Use

Log

Log

Log

jin

Lin

Lin

i

1

2

3

1

2

3

Run #1

a

4.6

x 10-u

4 .7

4.9

Current-Amperes

Run #2

x 10"H

9.4

9.5

9.3

4.7

x 10"ll

4.9

4.8

El

X

9.

9 .

9.

4

in #3

10-H

4

.4

,3

.7

x 10-U

4

4

.9

.9

Average

9.4

9.4

9.3

4.7

x 10 x

4.8

4.9

9.

9 .

9.

4

4

Previous
Value

Amperes

4 x 10-U

5 x 10-n

3 x 10-n

4.6

x 10-H

.7 x 10-H

.7 x 10"ll

Uncompensated

93903 WL6937

93905 WL6937

93904 WL6937

Compensated

D-6655 RS-C1-2514 Lin 1

D-6650 RS-C1-2514

D-6647 RS-C1-2514

a These readings were invalid since they were taken on one range but the
calibration was done on a lower range.

TABLE X
SENSITIVITY MEASUREMENTS OF SPARE ION CHAMBERS

Compensated Chambers

Chamber ID

D 6653

D 6654

D 6656

D 6657

C 1097

704304

83C02

783902

Current
(amperes)

5.0 x 10"ll

5.0 x 10"H

4.9 x 10-H

5.0 x 10"11

52.9 x 10-U

Previous Current
(amperes)

5.1 x 10"11

5.1 x 10"!!

5 . 1 x 10-H

4.9 x 10"ll

3.0 x 10-11

Uncompensated Chambers

8.0 x 10"11

9.2 x 10"H

8.8 x 10"ll

8.2 x 10"11

9.2 x 10"ll

8.8 x 10-H
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Fig. 12. Sensitivity of ion chamber §704303 vs time in years.
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